Communicating about risk: strategies for situations where public concern is high but the risk is low
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Abstract

In this article, we summarise research that identifies best practice for communicating about hazards where the risk is low but public concern is high. We apply Peter Sandman’s ‘risk = hazard + outrage’ formulation to these risks, and review factors associated with the amplification of risk signals. We discuss the structures that determine the success of risk communication strategies, such as the capacity for early communication to ‘capture’ the dominant representation of risk issues, the importance of communicating uncertainty, and the usefulness of engaging with communities.

We argue that, when facing trade-offs in probable outcomes from communication, it is always best to choose strategies that maintain or build trust, even at the cost of initial overreactions. We discuss these features of successful risk communication in relation to a range of specific examples, particularly opposition to community water fluoridation, Ebola, and routine childhood immunisation.

Introduction

Public and environmental health officers make careful risk assessments about a range of hazards. The question of how to best manage these risks is given equally careful consideration. Best practice in risk management is complex, often requiring policies whose goals are not merely to minimise the harms caused by the hazard itself, but to provide an appropriate balance between a range of interests, such as the need for safe water, air and soil; the need for people to work, and for business to survive and thrive; and the need for communities to have quality of life, enjoyment, security and amenity.

After such thought and care, it can be challenging when a carefully crafted policy strategy is thrown into disarray because of public reactions to sensationalised media headlines, or because of public fears about low-risk, highly beneficial policies. However, such outcomes can be mitigated, and sometimes prevented altogether, by making communicating about risk as critical as risk assessment in the risk management process. Risk
communication requires a significantly different mindset – one in which the rules of engagement are not founded on the primacy of risk assessment evidence, but rather on a range of evidentiary, cultural and economic considerations.1,2

In this article, we synthesise the vast numbers of studies in this area to identify the key principles for best practice in communicating about risks when the hazard itself is small, but where there is considerable public alarm (or potential for alarm). Such issues occur regularly in utilities management, local industrial activity and use of medicines.1 We illustrate our argument chiefly with the examples of drinking-water fluoridation and scheduled childhood immunisation, but the principles are widely applicable.

Sandman argues that the key determinant of public response to a hazard is not the magnitude of the hazard itself, but the level of public ‘outrage’ (concern) about it.2 When people experience strong emotions, they have more difficulty hearing and processing information, and are more likely to pay attention to negative rather than positive information.3 Sandman formulates this as: risk = hazard + outrage.4 Our focus is on high-outrage, low-hazard risks, where the key goal of communicators is to reduce public concern.

In any high-outrage risk issue, the chief task of communication is to address the outrage, not to state or debate assessments of the hazard itself. The best foil for outrage is to build sustainable public trust.

Factors influencing public concern or outrage

Responses to low-hazard, high-outrage risks often begin by asking why many highly beneficial activities, such as drinking-water fluoridation, should raise such levels of public concern when multiple scientific studies have established that the risks are very low.3,4 However, 60 years of research into the determinants of risk perception now provide considerable insight into this question.5,6

This research identifies multiple ‘fright factors’ that tend to amplify people’s concern or outrage.5,6 These include the degree to which people feel they have control over the risk; the degree to which they dread its consequences; whether the risk is perceived as natural or human-made; and the degree to which it is familiar. Control has a substantial impact – people have much lower perceptions of risk when they feel, rightly or wrongly, that they are in control of the risk. When it is not possible to control a hazard directly, trust in an expert or government regulator gives a sense of control by proxy. When control-by-proxy measures – such as laws and government safety processes – fail to keep people safe, outrage results.

‘Fright factors’ are the result of mental shortcuts that make swift estimations of danger (or benefit), termed ‘heuristics’.5,7 Three common heuristics are the availability, anchoring and adjustment heuristics, and all can generate systemic biases in how people process information.5,6,10 The availability heuristic predicts that our perceptions of risk will be amplified when we can easily bring the risk to mind, such as by recalling other instances of it. The anchoring and adjustment heuristics predict that we ‘anchor’ on our initial impression of a risk, and then adjust any new information to fit the anchor, rather than adjust our conceptions as a result of receiving new information. A similar heuristic – confirmation – explains the tendency to more readily take on information that confirms an existing ‘mental model’10 of a risk and reject that which does not, regardless of its veracity. Scientific and industry experts are not immune to such heuristics and need to be aware that their own judgements are regularly influenced by such factors.1,3

Although these features predict how individuals will perceive risks, public perceptions and reactions vary, both across the population and over time. Risk communicators should be wary of treating their audience as homogeneous, because gender, ethnicity, socio-economic status, values, personality and other factors result in significant variations in risk perception and tolerance.5,6,11

Risk perceptions shift as a risk issue changes in intensity. The ‘social amplification of risk’ framework predicts how this occurs, identifying what amplifies risk perception and public concern, and what acts to ‘attenuate’ them. We can thus predict which risk communication strategies will work best at different stages of a risk issue.

This framework also shows how these processes produce real-world impacts, or ‘ripple effects’. One common ripple effect is stigmatisation – the permanent association of people, places or entities with negative qualities and high risk5,6,10, which is very difficult to alter once established. For example, a suspension of the hepatitis B birth dose vaccination program in the US in 1999 lasted for 3 months, when the hypothetical safety issue was resolved, but it took 7 years for birth dose vaccination rates to resume to presuspension levels.12

Principles of risk communication

The governing aphorism for successful risk communication is that people need to hear that you care before they will care about what they hear.4,13 Demonstrating that you ‘care’ goes far beyond a performance of concern – indeed, if inauthentic, this will generate mistrust. Successful communication requires building and sustaining public trust. Research identifies the central components of trust with a number of proposed dimensions centering on the concepts of competence, care, fairness and openness in how the public perceives institutions or individual actors.1,2,13,14
Building trust requires being adequately prepared; accepting and involving the public as much as possible in communication and decision making; being honest, frank and open; acknowledging uncertainty; communicating early and often; being empathic; and taking action. Collectively, these strategies support public trust.\textsuperscript{13,14}

It is a cardinal rule that risk communication must always be two-way, to whatever extent is possible. It is a common and damaging risk communication error to imagine that the chief communication task is simply to ‘inform’ the public, or worse, to dismiss public concerns as incorrect or irrational.\textsuperscript{1,2,4} But this occurs quite frequently – experts themselves often experience outrage about the costs of what are, to them, unfounded and sometimes absurd public fears. Policy makers and health professionals become frustrated with parents who reject vaccines for their children; dentists are similarly worried by the potential negative impact on low-income earners if drinking water is not fluoridated. But reiterating evidence of low risk can raise rather than lower risk perceptions. This can occur when lay questioners who are already worried feel that their concerns are being dismissed\textsuperscript{3}, or if their view about a risk is entrenched.\textsuperscript{3,15}

Trust and uncertainty

Trust is difficult and time consuming to create, and is easily destroyed.\textsuperscript{1,3,14} Information that is received unproblematically at one point will be interpreted very differently under circumstances of mistrust. Perceived incompetence and perceived self-interest are two common causes of loss of trust.\textsuperscript{13,14} For example, there was an enormous loss of trust in the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in the US when two nurses in a Texas hospital became infected with Ebola virus, and this was compounded by the subsequent discovery of inadequate infection control protocols for Ebola virus in many US hospitals.\textsuperscript{16}

Acknowledging uncertainty has long been a key recommendation for building what Peter Sandman calls “sustainable public trust” – trust that will last even if mistakes are made or new information appears.\textsuperscript{4} Acknowledging what is as yet unknown about a risk – such as how severe an influenza strain might be, or how well a health system can respond to Ebola virus disease – builds community trust and acceptance of control strategies, including acceptance that these strategies might change.\textsuperscript{17,18}

Transparency – including acknowledging uncertainty – is a key strategy for creating and maintaining public trust, as is empathy. For example, a simple acknowledgement of the challenges of raising a child with autism can be made before an alleged link to vaccines is refuted.

Continued commitment to the integrity of scientific research and evidence based decision making is critical to remaining trustworthy. It is possible to offer explanations for the criteria by which a judgement of ‘low’ risk is made, while also acknowledging unavoidable uncertainty.\textsuperscript{17,18}

Practical risk communication

The following are some key components of best practice in risk communication.

Actions and policies are the strongest form of communication

Actions are in themselves strong messages.\textsuperscript{1} For example, the action of quarantining a nurse returning from West Africa conveys the message that Ebola virus disease is a significant risk to the public, no matter how often officials say the risk is minimal.

Public concerns are most effectively allayed by actions, rather than words: people want to know what is being done to actively mitigate the risk, not be reassured.\textsuperscript{19} For example, the swift suspension of the seasonal influenza vaccination program for children aged under 5 years was an effective risk response to a higher than expected rate of febrile convulsions. However, taking action is not always possible and may have undesirable as well as desirable consequences. The suspension of the influenza vaccination program also led to a drop in influenza vaccination rates, which continued after investigations identified the causative vaccine and two other brands were identified and recommended as safe.\textsuperscript{19}

Tolerate early overreactions

Public reactions during the initial period of a risk event have costs and may be at odds with what experts recommend, but often they are fairly transient.\textsuperscript{20-22} It is more useful to plan to accommodate early overreactions to allow them to subside as swiftly as possible.

Communicate early and often

If essential information is released without well-crafted risk communication (or worse, not released at all), it is possible for a ‘risk vacuum’\textsuperscript{22} to occur, allowing particular special-interest groups to ‘capture’ the issue – that is, to define it on their own terms (e.g. fluoride as a toxin forced on an unknowing population).\textsuperscript{20,22} Communicating early and often may risk generating extra media attention, but it enables experts to capture the issue.\textsuperscript{1,4,22}

Use your communities

The standard model of risk communication implicitly addresses individuals, in an effort to modify outrage. But much of how people feel and react is determined by their social networks, culture and society.\textsuperscript{23} Systems research in public health, and especially in emergency management, has identified that one of the most effective investments for adequate risk response is community cohesion and social capital.\textsuperscript{24,25} Such communities
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can adaptively respond to risks with more flexibility by pooling resources.

Offering local communities choices for (re)action on risk issues builds multiple benefits. For example, Sandman advocates that electricity companies should make it easy for communities to get their own electromagnetic frequency (EMF) readings, to invite communities to construct EMF policies, and formulate their own safety/cost trade-offs for water. When well facilitated, this enhances public trust by making communal values tangible, and improves public compliance by connecting risk management to these values. It creates local avenues for public engagement and buy-in, which are also strong predictors of trust and of workable action. It builds social capital that can be used for more flexible risk-management responses in the future.

Meet the needs of the media

A careful media strategy can maximise the impact of mass media communication. It is not possible to discuss this extensively in this paper, but the basics include being readily available to talk to journalists, and to check and correct information; to use the ‘rule of 3s’ (in which three pieces of information are most effective); and to identify and use ‘agenda setting’ or gatekeeping journalists – those who specialise in science and health communication, and whose articles and features set the framing and parameters of mass media communication. These journalists also often act behind the scenes to correct their colleagues’ articles and keep poor-quality reporting from publication.

Specific strategies for the use of internet and social media are, of course, key aspects of good risk communication. Search engines mean that an audience can instantly check the accuracy of any assertion. Community moderators of social media information now play increasingly important gatekeeper roles in risk communication. For example, volunteer administrators of community Facebook sites can provide highly trusted, accurate information in response to community questions (about the safety of particular vaccines, for example) in real time, and correct misinformation and offer explanations where needed. Highly networked individuals and organisations can reach many people rapidly during a risk event.

Look to communication science when constructing messages

Many manuals are available that discuss the practical details of good risk communication, which have been built on broad research. Consideration should be given to issues such as the use of ‘gain’ versus ‘loss’ frames, the judicious use of statistics and numerical comparisons and how to craft messages in language that is accessible to people with low levels of health literacy and numeracy. Visual formats aid understanding of probabilities and help reduce the impact of cognitive biases on decision making.

Conclusion

No matter how carefully a risk communication strategy is designed, it is the audience – not the communicator – who determines its clarity, interpretation and efficacy. Risk communication is not, and should not, be designed to prevent the audience from choosing for themselves. Rather, if done well, it should enable high-quality, values based and evidence based civic decision making. This in itself represents a small but significant contribution to the capacity for civic decision making and successful policy and regulation of risk into the future.
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